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Abstract:

Globalization, the acceleration of economic integration, technological advancement which enables the SMEs to compete with big companies, ageing population, the low rate of birth and the segmentation of labour force during 1980’s and 1990’s are the foundation of European Employment Strategy which was created in 1997. The strategy is followed by the most important objective put forward in Lisbon Strategy of 2000 that shaped Europe’s first decade of 21st century: making the EU “the most competitive and dynamic knowledge-based economy in the world, capable of sustainable economic growth with more and better jobs and greater social cohesion”. The Lisbon Strategy constitutes a dilemma, however, for European companies, institutions, governments, labour force and the EU itself. The companies need to work in a flexible labour markets, flexible work organizations and flexible employment conditions to compete and survive in a global economy. The labour force, on the other hand, needs strengthened social security, especially increased social programs for vulnerable groups alongside the flexibility options for increased quality of life. The remedy of this dilemma is one of the most important current socio-political subjects of Europe: Flexicurity.

This article investigates the born and the meaning of the term flexicurity, its principles and elements and its effects on the labour regulations throughout Europe. The legal changes in different countries from different social model within Europe are presented. The flexicurity programs in Turkish labour legislation are also taken into account to make a comparison as the country wants to join EU in near future.
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1. Flexicurity

The definition of flexicurity in academic literature is numerous. In its shortest form, flexicurity is defined as social security for flexible workforce (Keller and Seifert 2004; Klammer and Tillman 2001; Ferrera et al 2001). In a new work, the flexicurity is defined as increasing labour market mobility with opportunities to get a new job and not to lose out substantially in terms of income level (Eamets and Paas 2007). But the most commonly referred definition is belong to Wilthagen: “A policy strategy that attempts, synchronically and in a deliberate way, to enhance the flexibility of labour markets, work organisation and labour relations on the one hand, and to enhance security—employment security and social security—notably for weaker groups in and outside the labour market, on the other hand” Wilthagen 1998; Wilthagen and Rogowski 2002; Wilthagen and Tros 2004). Wilthagen and Tros (2004) pointing out the difficulty of defining flexicurity in terms of political strategy, made another definition by stating that “flexicurity is (1) a degree of job, employment, income and ‘combination’ security that facilitates the labour market careers and biographies of workers with a relatively weak position and allows for enduring and high quality labour market participation and social inclusion, while at the same time providing (2) a degree of numerical (both external and internal), functional and wage flexibility that allows for labour markets’ (and individual companies’) timely and adequate adjustment to changing conditions in order to maintain and enhance competitiveness and productivity”. These definitions, however, is criticised of not being and supported by numerical outputs. Tangian, as one of these critics, implies the term as the social security and employability of workers by atypical contracts (Tangian 2005).

One may think that the term flexibility and security are contradictory but this is mistaken. European Expert Group on Flexicurity (2007) states than the two terms are mutually. Madsen (2006) argues that if both term can be used mutually supportive, a win-win scenario can be created.

It should be noted here that up until now, the best analytical framework for flexicurity is known as Wilthagen Matrix (Wilthagen et al 2003). This matrix has two axis called flexibility and security, each one of them is categorized under 4 sub-headings. The categorization of flexibility is made according to Atkinson’s well known flexible firm (Atkinson 1985) as external numerical flexibility, internal numerical flexibility, functional flexibility and wage flexibility. The categorization of security on the other hand, is made by Wilthagen and his co-workers as job security, employment security, wage security and combination security. The original matrix was created to show the sacrifices it should be made to balance both term (Wilthagen and Tros 2004).

As the term flexicurity gained importance and became one of the main subject European policy makers work on the contribution of the social parties are needed. In 2006, European Commission organized Tri-partite Social Summit with the attendance of employers’ and employees’ organizations (European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working Condition 2006). At the end of the summit, the parties agreed that some common components are necessary in order the national flexicurity programs succeed. These components are states as: (i) Flexible and reliable contractual arrangements; (ii) Comprehensive lifelong learning; (iii) Effective active labour market policies; and (iv) Modern social security systems.

Bekker and Wilthagen (2008) add the development of a supportive and productive social dialogue as the fifth component. European Social Partners (2007) also accepts this opinion. With these developments, flexicurity sits now in the centre of European Employment Strategy for 2008-2010. It should also be mentioned that as every European country has a different employment model and policy, one prescription is im-
possible to describe in order to establish a perfect flexicure policy. Therefore the common principles were developed in order to facilitate national debates within the common objectives drawn by EU (European Commission 2007). The details of these principles can be obtained from the work of the union.

The work is about the effects of flexicurity on legal regulations throughout Europe. Flexicurity implementations in Denmark and Netherlands are researched because those countries are the first ones that experienced flexicurity policies and realized success. Austria is also chosen as the country’s severance pay reform is shown example of best practice around Europe. As the social state models of three countries are similar, the fourth country is chosen from liberal social state model: U.K.

2. The Application of Flexicurity in Danish Law

As it is stated above, the first country the flexicurity has been implemented is Denmark. Denmark, however, has a quite important specialty in this manner. The researchers has pointed out that Danish labour legislation and industrial relations system has been historically carrying the characteristics of flexicurity, since long before the term is started to be used. The other countries, on the other hand, have started to coordinate their legislation according to flexicurity principles after the success of the system in Denmark and Netherlands.

Danish labour market model is called “golden triangle” in the academic literature (Madsen 1999, 2002, 2003, 2006; Bredgaard et al 2005, 2006). The model, as Madsen points out, characterized by the combination of “a flexible labour market with grants high levels of worker flows in and out of employment and unemployment, a generous system of economic support for the unemployed and active labour market policies”. High level of worker flows is described by the term job mobility in the European literature. For the job mobility to be high, the job security arrangements within a country should be limited. Strict rules of job security do not only limit the possibility for employers to end the employment contract by their own initiatives but they also affect their hiring decisions negatively. Therefore, job security and job mobility is reciprocal. Danish labour law, according to this principle, obtained its job mobility characteristics via the low level of job security arrangement deriving from its historical background (Bredgaard and Larsen 2007). Since the 1899 September Compromises between the the Danish Confederation of Trade Unions (LO — Landsorganisationen) and the Confederation of Danish Employers (DA — Dansk Arbejdsgiverforening), the employers in Denmark carry broad freedom in their hiring and firing decisions. These compromises are also important in labour law history as being one of the first examples of legislation made by the agreement of social partners (Larsen and Jørgensen 2002). We should refer here to World Bank’s report of “Doing Business in 2004 – Understanding Regulations” while researching the flexibility of labour legislation. This report takes account three criteria to describe the flexibility. Those are the flexibility of hiring, the flexibility of firing and employment conditions. According to the report, Denmark has the second flexible labour market in terms of hiring, third flexible labour market in terms of firing and the most flexible labour market in terms of employment condition. Altogether, it is called as the country that has the most flexible labour law within Europe. A similar work, made by OECD, analyses the rigidity of employment protection legislation of countries (OECD 2004). This work also deals with three criteria. The first one is the difficulty of dismissal. It is involved with the scope of “justified” or “fair” reasons in each country. The second one is the procedural inconveniences that the employer may face when starting the dismissal process. The third and the last criterion is notice and severance pay provisions. According to the
first one Denmark is considered the second most flexible country among its European peers. It is the most flexible country according to the second criterion. The country is on the middle of the table only for the third one.

The notice and severance pay in Denmark are mostly regulated by collective agreements. Beside there exist White Collar Workers Act. The act include some how a rigid notice obligation for the employers. The regulation about severance payment is limited though. The employers do not have any notice obligation for the contracts of less than 6 months. For longer contracts, the employers’ obligations of notice increase gradually. For a 12-years long worker, the notice period reaches to a maximum of 120 days. The employees, on the other hand, need to work at least 20 years to be entitled to severance pay. But as the job mobility rate is quite high, it can be considered to be hard to find someone with such an experience with the same employer.

The root of the unemployment insurance application in Denmark can be found in Ghent system. The system which was accepted in 1907 was reshaped in 1969. The main principles of the system are its being generous both in term of scope and contribution and its financial structure which is mostly governmental (Bredgaard and Larsen, 2007). The system is optional but according to OECD it covers 90% of the labour force. The employees who pays unemployment insurance premium at least for one year and who have worked at least 52 weeks in the last 3 years are allowed to benefit from the system when they get unemployed. But as the job mobility rate is quite high, it can be considered to be hard to find someone with such an experience with the same employer.

Opposite to other countries’ implementation no leave right is granted due to children’s health reason. But these kind of leaves are broadly regulated and used in collective agreements (Pylkkanen and Smith 2004). A pregnant woman who has worked at least 13 weeks has the right to use a pregnancy leave of 18 weeks starting 4 weeks before the delivery. The laws state that a minimum of 90% of previous wage is obligatory for anyone who has not been awarded a payment option by the employer. For the public sector workers, on the other hand, this amount is 100%. Fathers have also a two-week paid (90%) paternity leave right. Parents have an additional 32 weeks parental leave right in Denmark. This leave can be used starting from 14th week after the birth or after mot-
her has used her maternity leave right. This right may also be used partially or working part-time in accordance with the internal numerical flexibility policies. It should be noted that part-time working pulls a lot of attention lately. A Law which regulates part-time working is enacted in 2002, but the implementation of such a employment style have been in use since long time. The law on the other hand grants job security for workers who ask reduction of their working hours.

Another point which should be mentioned about effective active labour market policies is the reform made in 2006 and 2007 which lowered the labour market organization from 14 different regions to 5 and limited their responsibilities. The aim was to enable local governments to play more effective role. This is a decentralization policy.

Below is the Danish “golden triangle” model shown in a scheme.

### 3. The Application of Flexicurity in Dutch Law

Netherlands is the first country where the term flexicurity is used. The flexibility and security discussions are the popular subject of 1990’s in the country. Historically job security understanding and regulations became very strict and as in all around Europe, Dutch companies were insisting on having flexible employment relations in order to stay alive in global economy. Dutch employers were unable to fire employees on their own initiative. They either have to take the approval of regional public employment service (CWI - Centrum for Labour Market and Social Affairs) or they have to go through the local public employment service.

The arrows in the scheme show workers / people flow. There is a continuous flow between flexible labour market and social security system which is called generous welfare system in the scheme. As the limitation to hiring and firing is quite low, it has been determined that a lot of people move in and out of the employment system (Ministry of Employment, 2005). A part of the unemployed people finds a new job and move in to the employment market, while the other part reaches the same spot by the help of active labour market policy. Two important effects of active labour market policy are also highlighted in the scheme. The first one is the qualification effect which is mostly the result of education and systems like job rotation mentioned above. The unemployed people who gained new abilities are suited to more jobs than before. The second effect is motivational. An unemployed person who normally shall not return to labour market starts to look for new job by the help of new policies.

Source: Madsen (2006)
voor Werk en Inkomen) or have to apply to
court to annul the contract due to “serious
causes”. The program declared by Ad Mel-
kert, the Minister of Social Relations and
Employment, in 1995 was about the flexibi-
liity of these conditions and to loosen the
approval instrument (Wilthagen and Tros
2004). However, the elimination of the ap-
proval procedure was only suggested for tem-
porary work relations. The program was
promoting atypical employment models.
Temporary workers agencies were favoured
(Bekker and Wilthagen 2008).

In 1996, another legal regulation that favou-
red atypical employment model was enacted
by Prohibition of Discrimination by
Working Hours Act (Wet Verbod ondersc-
heid arbeidsduur). The employers are for-
bidden to treat differently to part-time or
temporary workers then permanent wor-
ders. The articles of employment contract
which are against these rules were accepted
non existent. Another main purpose of the
Act was to balance workers work – life ba-
 lance. Therefore the Act regulates the em-
ployers and employees power to determine
their work hours. Adjustment of Working
Hours Act which was enacted in 2000 provi-
des an individual right of employees to in-
crease or decrease their working hours. The
employers’ objection right were limited. The
decisional power however is on the hand of
the employers and the employees who are
not satisfied with the decision have the right
to go to the court. The regulation is effective
for companies with more than 10 employees.
If we look into the courts decisions on the
subject up to not, we can point out that the
decisions are mostly in favour of employees
and the Courts usually give the employers
the power to determine how the employees
will recover their missing working hours.

The effects of these two Act is very im-
portant in the Netherland. 46% of the work
force is working with part-time and this rate
is more than 60% among women (Limoncu-
oglu 2008). Most of the employee declares
that the choice of working part-time was
their decision. (Bakker and Wilthagen 2008).

Another important legal regulation on the
subject is the Flexibility and Security Act
(Wet Flexibiliteit en Zekerheid) of 1999. The
Act is the result of the agreement of social
parties called Labour Foundation (Stichting
van de Arbeid). The purpose of the Act is to
make traditional employment relations more
flexible and to increase the security of fle-
xible workers. The changes made by the Act
are summarized as:

- companies can use temporary employ-
ment contracts more than they could in
the past;
- a series of consecutive temporary em-
ployment contracts will, under certain
conditions, lead to a permanent employ-
ment contract;
- agreements between employees and
temporary employment agencies will
now be considered as employment con-
tracts;
- notice periods are shortened and sim-
plified;
- procedures for dismissal on economic,
technical and organisational grounds are
shortened; and
- unemployment benefits are reduced if
the employer awards severance pay.

In 2006, the obligations of the employers aris-
ing from the regulation on health and safety
on work were reduced. Another change was
made on the shop’s working hours and the
shop owners were granted to work longer
hours and on weekends.

With all these changes, it should be noted
here that Netherlands is shown as a model
country with its temporary employment re-
lations models. Part-time work is one type of
these temporary employment models and
the regulation which enabled the rise of this
model in Netherlands is Wassenaar Agree-
ment of 1992 also known as Central Recom-
endations Regarding Aspects of an
Employment Policy. The focuses of these re-
commendations are wages, working hours
and job sharing. While the unemployment
level was above the 10 % threshold in that
time, the unions agreed not to ask any rise on employees’ wages, the employers, on the other hand, accepted the decrease on working time and instruments like job sharing. The agreement was aiming at reducing the unemployment level by early retirement policies and part-time work opportunities. Up until this agreement, the workers’ wages was increasing automatically according to wage index (Watson et. al. 1999). Therefore, Wassenaar Agreement is accepted as a cornerstone of Dutch labour market history. (Schippers et al 2006).

As can be seen, the flexicurity practices in the Netherlands aims to make employment contracts more flexible by empowering atypical employment models and increasing social securities of such workers. Dutch authorities did not only enact new regulations on atypical models but they also dealt with wage securities. The unemployment insurance regulations which were allowing an unemployed to enjoy from benefits for 7 years were limited so that the maximum benefit would be available for 38 months. The purpose of such limitation is to motivate the unemployed people to look for and accept the jobs. Another limitation was enacted at Work and Income according to Labour Capacity Act (Wet werk en inkomen naar arbeidsvermogen). However, I believe that this limitation contradicts with Wilthagen’s first flexicurity definition of “…to enhance security – employment security and social security – notably for weaker groups in and outside the labour market, …”. The “last in first out” principle in labour law was also eliminated.

As the Danish flexicurity model is called “golden triangle”, a similar qualification is made for Dutch system. It is called “silver square” or “square of trust” (Schippers et al 2006). The scheme designed by Wilthagen is shown above. The four corners of this square are flexibility, employment security, activating policies and social security. The arrows show the flow of people here too. People move in and out of employment due to flexible hiring and firing regulations. When they become unemployed, it is relatively easy for them to find new jobs by the help of employment security policies. It is not possible however to form a labour market which has employment security and flexible. Serious legal regulations and trust between employers and employees are needed. Therefore, trust and support are accepted as main axis of the scheme. Employment security is insufficient though. Unemployed people are in need of wage and other social securities. This can be ensured by country’s social security system. All people in labour market system should be covered by an active safety net. The ef-
ffective social security for unemployed people is good but it should be missing if the system does not help the unemployed people to return to employment. People should be motivated by the help of activation policies. Two important notions here are employability and education.

4. The Application of Flexicurity in Austrian Law

The reason Austrian labour law forms an example of flexicurity practices around Europe is its reform on severance pay. But before going through it, the general flexicurity framework in Austria should be mentioned.

One can say that there exist a serious external numerical flexibility in Austrian labour law. There is no limitation in hiring and the biggest problem in firing for employers is notice period. Employers are free to terminate the employment contract if there is a just cause committed by or arise from the employee. In other conditions, a notice should be given prior to termination. This period is different for blue and white collar workers. For blue collar workers, there exist a general 14 days notice period regulated by Commercial Bylaw. This period does not increase or decrease according to working length. The regulation on the other hand gives the collective agreements a priority. White Collar Workers Act set a minimum of 6 weeks notice period for workers and this period increases according to workers’ employment length reaching to a maximum of 5 months after 25 years. We should mention however that labour force mobility in the country is quite high so only limited proportion of the labour force is entitled to maximum notice period. It is noted by Lehner and Timar (2006) that the employment contracts of one third of the labour force end each year.

The employers have the authority to arrange the working time of the employees within the maximum limit regulated by law. Wages are also considered flexible as no strict limitation exists about the decrease in the wages. Any such decrease however should be made with the employee’s and the trade union’s approval.

The job security regulations are not strict either. This facilitates the authorities’ performance to implement flexicurity regulations as they don’t have to deal with job security issues much. The approval procedure before the end of the contract is also accepted in Austrian labour law but only for selected workers such as the members of works councils, those who are on pregnancy or parental leave, who perform their military duty, etc. Though job security regulations are not strict, it is also hard to say that Austria has already a successful employment security system. Only one third of the workers who lose their job in a year are able to find a new one (Lehner and Timar 2006).

We cannot praise the wage security system either. The scope of the unemployment security system is narrow and the benefits are low. It is an obligatory system. In general, only those who worked at least 52 weeks during last 24 months are able to be entitled for such benefit, but this rule only applies to unemployed people who are above 25 years old and previously not entitled for such a benefit. The ones that have benefitted from unemployment insurance and those who are below 25 years old have easier condition to be re-entitled. The reason of annulment of the contract does not affect the entitlement, it does just delay it. The benefit is usually 55% of the worker’s previous wage and the minimum benefit duration is 20 weeks while the maximum is 52 (Public Employment Service Austria).

Combination security is a popular subject. Maternity Protection Act of 1979 was updated twice in the last 10 years. The first update was about childcare benefit and the second one was about part-time working right (Drew 2005). The pregnancy leave is in comfort with EU’s Regulation 92/85. The parental leave is regulated by Parental Leave Benefit Act (Karenzgeldgesetz) in 1997 which also changed some provisions of Unemployment Insurance Act (Arbeitslosenversicherungsgesetz) of 1977. Sabbatical
leave is also possible. Part-time work is encouraged by law. In 2002 a new regulation made possible for workers to use family care leave.

The education is seen as an important tool in the implementation process of active labour market policies. Those who have at least three years working experience have the right to take at least 3 and utmost 1 year educational leave. They have wage security during this leave. In 2004 a new educational career program is accepted about those who are above 40 years old. In 2005, more than 60,000 people are covered by a new employment program with Employment Promotion Act.

But apart from those programs, severance pay reform is the most important flexicurity implementation in Austria. The foundation of Austrian severance pay system lies on Salaried Employees Act (Angestelltengesetz) of 1921 and Wage Earners’ Severance Pay Act (Arbeiterabfertigungsgesetz) of 1979. Accordingly, an employer did not have to show any reason while ending the employment contract of a worker. It did however have to make a severance payment. The worker was in need to work at least 3 years with the same employer to earn such a pay. The pay was increasing with the length of the work experience. The financial burden was on the shoulders of the employers. The employees who end the contract themselves were not entitled for such a pay.

This system was criticised for a few serious reasons: (i) The scope of the system is narrow; (ii) The employees were unable to receive their payment once the employer faced financial problems; and (iii) The system works against the job mobility. These criticisms lead the creation of a new severance pay act (Betriebliches Mitarbeitervorsorgegesetz) in 2002. The most important characteristic of the system was its financial structure. The employers, in the new system, are only the debtors of severance pay contributions to a new Fund as they do in social security contributions. Once the employment contract ends, the employees shall receive their severance pay from the Fund. The employees shall not lose their severance pay right once they end the employment contract under the new system. They will not get paid under this condition but their money in the Fund will keep earning interest. The conditions to be entitled to a severance pay did not change for this reason. Employees will receive their severance pay once the relationship ends the way the Act describes. They have the option not to take the money from the Fund and let it gain more interest for the future. The retirement is accepted, however, as a reason to be entitled for such a payment. The employee shall also be entitled to his money in the Fund if he/she leaves the labour market for 5 years (Klec 2007).

I have to mention one more time that the reform is shown as an example in European Commission works due to its ability to remove one of the most important limitations on external numerical flexibility (job mobility) (European Commission 2007). The system also turns to a second level retirement program for those who do not want to collect their money from the system. Accordingly it is also an example of wage security program.

5. The Application of Flexicurity in British Law

As a result of being a representative of liberal social state understanding, flexicurity implementations in U.K. mostly favours flexibility. Wage security is very low to promote people towards employment and the state intervention to labour market was limited. According to OECD 2004 Economic Outlook, U.K. is one of two countries that have the most flexible employment system. The developments and debates in Europe however has also started to show its effect in U.K. in the new millennium. While the new legislation effort takes employers’ flexibility requests into account, it also focuses to security issues. Life long learning programs and active labour market policies have also seen a lot of changes since then.

As we are well aware now, one of four com-
ponents of flexicurity is flexible and reliable contractual agreements. Legal foundation should be proper for this. One of the most important development within this era is the new Employment Rights Act of 1996. The Act is very broad in the scope and redesigned most of the employment relationship. When we look into the Act, we may see that the regulations are about protection of wages, guarantee payments, Sunday working for shops, protection from suffering detriment in employment, leave provisions, suspension from work, termination of employment, unfair dismissal and its remedies, etc.

The notice period and severance pay exist in U.K. but it is hard to say they constitute a limitation in front of employment flexibility, job mobility. The minimum notice period for employers is set to one week for the workers who worked less than two years. The amount is increased one week for each year of severance. The notice period for employees on the other hand is one week flat. Severance pay differs according to employee’s age. For the ones who are over 41, the severance pay is equal to one and half weekly wages for each years of severance, while it is one weekly wage for the ones who are between the ages of 22 to 41. For all others, it is half weekly wages. A research made by Mercer Human Resources Consultancy Group shows that severance pay in U.K. is the third lowest in Europe behind Netherlands and France.

There exists some wage security regulations in the Act. The articles of 13 to 27 are about the protection of wages. It is forbidden by law to decrease the wages. Beside these regulations, the employees are also protected against the risk of not getting any job from the employer (articles 28-35). While the regulations about Sunday and late time working of shops is about functional flexibility (articles 36-43), leave provisions are about combination security (article 50-63), the provisions about pregnancy and maternity leave are about combination and wage security (articles 71-85).

Job security in U.K. is quite similar to its other European counterparts. It is forbidden by law for employers to end the employment contract without fair reasons. These reasons can be the result of employee’s abilities, qualities and/or conducts. The party who claim that the dismissal was unfair should take the case to the court. The remedies against unfair dismissal are also stated in the Act.

Employment Rights Act is not the only one that regulates flexicurity in U.K.. Employment Relations Act of 1999 and Employment Act of 2002 are the other ones. In 2006 Work and Family Act has been enacted. The last two acts mentioned here are mostly about the work-life balance principle and related to combination security and internal numerical flexibility.

The length of the maternity leave is set to 52 weeks with the legal change made in 2007. In 2002 an obligatory paternity leave and pay instruments are created. The parental leave right is regulated in 1999. Apart from the general regulations on part-time employment, the laws updated in 2002 and 2006 enforce the employers to seriously consider any employees’ requests to work part-time.

These legal regulations mentioned above are not only about work-life balance issue. It also includes some new forms of flexible employment models. For example, there are anti-discrimination regulations in the Employment Relations Act of 1999 toward part-time workers. A similar principle is accepted for fixed-term contracts in 2002. Temporary agency workers on the other hand are still without such protection. Bren (2006) state that discrimination provisions are enlarged to cover workers of all age in 2006.

As can be seen, U.K. is experiencing a lot of new legal regulative action for the last 10 years. But these regulations are not only on the employer-employee axis. A new program about active labour market policies was accepted in 1998. The name of the program is New Deal and its purpose is to increase
employment. Disadvantaged groups are favoured. The segmentation in U.K. labour market is one of the main reasons for such program. A mentor is assigned for every person that attends to the program and this mentor helps to person in finding new jobs, developing his/her abilities and increasing his/her experiences. New Deal program has 7 sub section and is very broad in scope.

It is better at this moment to look into British unemployment insurance system. The roots of the system lie in the beginning of 20th century. Not surprisingly, the reform on the system was made in 1995. According to the name of the Act, the name of the unemployment benefit has also changed to Jobseeker’s Allowance. This allowance can also be divided to two as “Contribution-based Jobseeker’s Allowance” and “Income-based Jobseeker’s Allowance”. Those who earn more than weekly threshold are subjects to the first one and vice versa. Contribution based allowance lasts up to 6 months while there is no time limitation for the other one.

The last development about active labour market policies in England is the program which tries to increase the employability of those under the incapacity benefits and lone parents. The incapacity benefits is a social security program that makes wage payments to people who can not work due to his/her sickness or disability. In 2008, this benefits replaced by Employment Support Allowance. The governments aim is to increase the employment level of lone parent to 70% (Bren 2006).

One last point will be about life long learning program in the country. U.K. has increased its related budget during the last 10 years. While the money hold for this reason was about 4.5% of GDP in 1997, it increased to 5.5%.

6. Conclusion and Comparison with Turkish Labour Law System

It is surprising to see that while Europe is dealing with flexicurity regulations and the shift in the policies is from job security towards employment security, Turkish policymakers try to increase job security of the employees. Job Security Act no. 4773 is enacted in 2003. Even before this regulation, Turkish employment system is seen inflexible because the strictness of its notice and severance pay provisions. The highness of firing cost was always seen as the major limit in front of external numerical flexibility. It was also hard to talk about wage flexibility and combination security in Turkey as it was and still is forbidden to decrease the workers wages and there is nearly no discussion of work-life balance.

The new Labour Act no. 4857, which was accepted in 2003, contains some flexible types of employment however. Part-time work; work on call and temporary agency work are regulated according to European regulations. As these types of employment models have no place in previous Labour Act, it is possible to say that flexibility is on the agenda of the Labour and Social Security Ministry. While job security provisions affected the numerical flexibility negatively, the introduction of new atypical employment models has shown positive effects. The new Labour Act also includes flexible provisions about working time but mostly at the initiative of employer. Short time work and temporary work can also be shown as examples of the flexible characteristic of the new code.

Maternity rights are in accordance with EU Directives but Turkey is still one of the few countries within Europe that does not grant paternity leave or parental leave to husbands. Educational leave and sabbatical leave do not exist. Childcare provisions and benefits are really limited in comparative law.

In comparative researches, Turkey fall way behind of its European counterparts in employment security level. This is mostly due to the strictness of job security provisions mentioned above. Unemployment Insurance Act no 4447 and the regulations about short time work are good examples of wage security policies, though the scope of these new instruments stayed very limited. There exist also strong arguments about new Social In-
insurance and Universal Health Insurance Law no. 5510, complaining that the Law limits the benefit system. The social security system is modernising but the coverage is still poor. Labour market policies on the other hand are developing but the budget separated for this is quite low.

As a result, it should be said that the flexibility is not on the agenda of Turkish policy makers. The term is even new among academicians. Policy makers should be aware that any regulations about labour market have the potential to damage the balance between flexibility and security further and this may delay Turkey’s journey into the EU. As the term was born in an attempt to make European economy more competitive and ready for global changes, to make the economic growth sustainable, Turkish policy makers should also realize the importance of the flexibility independent from political debate between employers and employees organizations.
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